Candidates make final effort

By Iris Fong

Editor's note: At last night's UAP forum, the four UAPP candidates expressed their views on a variety of topics ranging from forced commissaries to the cost of an MIT education. Here is a brief summary of their views.

Compston lecturer criticizes NRC set-up

By Steven Solich

"We must rebuild our present system -- Jeffersonian Democracy cannot work in 1980," concluded Dr. John Kemeny, President of the MIT Corporation at the Centennial Convocation at last year's Commencement Exercises.

Kemeny spoke last Friday at the 26th annual Compston Lecture as essentially an "open letter" to informing President Carter that he would chair the TMU Commission.

Kemeny described his Commission's investigation into the TMI incident. He said the Commission reached unanimous agreement that "the most horrendous people problem they had ever run into" transformed a minor incident into "a truly major accident." At the same time, Hakala and Lingebach are "very afraid it's no longer possible to muddle through." He declared, "Our democracy must grow up.
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